
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Post Modernism — A Slippery Slope — Part One

Church buildings around the country often find attendance at worship assembly

to be much smaller than it should be and growth is often small if it exists at all.

Even the children of many Christians no longer darken the door of a church

building once they become adults and begin to make their own choice whether

or not to meet with the saints. Many of those who do continue to attend often

seem to have a far different perspective concerning their faith than do their parents.

Theories abound as to what is happening. Blame is placed on anyone who can

be blamed and will accept it. Leadership is often baffled. Isaiah 55:10 and 11

promises that teaching His Word will not return void.

“For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, And do not

return there, But water the earth, And make it bring forth and bud, That

it may give seed to the sower And bread to the eater, So shall My word

be that goes forth from My mouth; It shall not return to Me void, But it

shall accomplish what I please, And it shall prosper in the thing for

which I sent it.” (NKJV)

So do we sometimes wonder where the physical evidence is that this is true?

If any of these thoughts seem familiar to you, the next several articles should at

the very least be interesting and quite possibly useful in understanding the

world in which we live and what is causing this erosion in the Body of Christ.

The enemy of the cross has changed in form but not in determination to steer

people away from accepting the Truth of the Gospel. It is not enough for the

Devil to destroy souls one at a time with the numerous sins that can befall each

of us. It is now becoming more and more apparent that Satan is determined to

undermine the church as an assembly of believers by attacking the very structure

of foundational beliefs within the people themselves.

This restructuring is in the form of redefining elements of Christ’s teachings into

ways that conform to current day secular belief systems. The redefining of previously

absolute Biblical terms into forms that have different and sometimes even negative

meanings, serves to undermine the legitimacy of Scripture and moves the Holy

Bible into the category of a “religious work” among numerous other religious

works — not the all powerful Word of God that it is to any true believer.

The Bible has been under attack and will continue to be so. That is not new. The
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adjust and accept the corporate view, you will at the very least, be disciplined

— but probably dismissed. This trend has become pervasive in all areas of

today’s culture. Biblical morality is no longer the accepted standard.

The real hope in this process is that as our culture continues to embrace this

philosophy more and more, it will continue to crumble or cave in on itself,

thereby proving its own self to be in error and therefore eventually self correct.

Those of us who have placed our faith and trust in The Almighty God have a

source of strength that society in general has rejected. Christians have much to

offer in addition to salvation. They have the Truth found in God’s Word for

guidance in all areas of their lives. We must be alert to the onslaught of the

Devil and gain strength through the understanding of God’s unchanging Word.

There is little wonder as to why there is so much dysfunction in so many areas

of our society today. Too many are following a guide that has no direction —

because to have direction is in complete contrast with the emerging view that

there is no right way. It’s quickly becoming an “every man for himself” mentality

when it comes to accepting what is right and what is wrong. This current direction

has no right and no wrong. What’s right for me isn’t the same as what’s right

for you. I’ll decide what’s right for me and you decide what’s right for you!

There is no standard that’s the right way. And that brings us to Post Modernism

— the subject of the next several issues of Diligence.

Post Modernism is impacting every aspect of our society — including the

Lord’s church. Our children are growing up in a Post Modern world and are

being “force-fed” Post Modern philosophies and as a result, many are abandoning

their faith. Unfortunately, as a whole, most parents and most Christians remain

unaware of what it is or how to respond to its Devilish tactics. Can we do

anything about it? Maybe. But we have to know what it is and we have to be on

the lookout for its infiltration into every aspect of our lives. As long as we muddle

through life oblivious to what’s going on around us, there is probably not much

hope for Truth as we know it. Nor is there much hope that our children will

believe the Word of God is Absolute Truth. We must recognize and understand

Post Modernism if we don’t want our children — or ourselves for that matter —

to drown in the Post Modern sea and wonder what happened. We can’t pretend

it’s not there. We can’t even distance ourselves from it (I Cor. 5:9-10). We can

only know how to guard against it.

“My prayer is not that you take them out of the world but that you protect

them from the Evil One.” (John 17:15 NIV)
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that absolute truth cannot exist. This means then that the only absolute truth is

that there is no absolute truth. And that is absolutely true! Wait a minute — did

they just define themselves into a position of contradicting themselves?

Christians must realize the gravity of the situation if there is to be any hope that

we will continue to be allowed the same freedom of religion that we have had

throughout history. The freedom we take for granted is a part of our culture that

is being used as a tool to silence the teaching of Scripture on the basis that it is

“hateful” toward anyone who does not embrace it as Absolute Truth. If you

think this is nothing more than “alarmist talk” we ask that you consider the

ways in which the morals of our society are being shaped. Moral absolutes are

systematically giving away to moral relativism. Moral standards are no longer

shaped by God fearing Christian people who rely on the Word for moral guidance

but by people specifically attempting to silence the Word of God with their

claims that it is not only not Absolute Truth but is in fact “hateful” in content.

Today many people who were brought up with a value system and set of morals

shaped from the Scriptures, wring their hands in frustration as their children

come home from schools that are determined to teach that all households are

morally the same regardless of the make up of the relationships between its

occupants. Parents can’t understand why their elementary school children are

exposed to curriculum and school libraries that include (or require) books like

My Two Moms and Daddy’s Roommate. As families are riddled with strife from

every direction and children are treated with little regard in far too many families,

efforts to address the root of the problems are directed at making dysfunctional

households feel that it’s ok that they are dysfunctional. It’s not about whether

there are causes and consequences of dysfunctional families, it’s about feeling

ok with the dysfunctional lifestyle. To suggest or recommend to someone that

they need to make changes in their lifestyle in order to make things better is

considered to be judgmental and this new wave of society is convincing even those

who should know better, that all judging is wrong — even when sin is flagrantly

present and in fact the very cause of the dysfunction in the family.

Now, tie this concept to the fact that the Bible specifically speaks as to how

families should be formed and you can see that it is a short jump to say that the

Bible is judgmental, and since judging is wrong, the Bible must not only be

rejected, but silenced.

Let’s go another direction with this concept. If you are in a workplace that is part

of a large corporation, you have most likely been required to agree to the corporate

equality and non-discriminatory “statement” if you wish to remain employed at

that corporation. If you choose to make public your disagreement with the

inclusiveness statement of the corporate view regarding homosexual or other

sinful lifestyles — at best — you will be given training that will teach you how

to be inclusive and tolerant of these lifestyles. If you cannot — or refuse — to

difference today is that too many Christians are not students of The Book. They

have become soldiers without weapons and are therefore unable to engage the

enemy in the war that faces the church today. While armed in appearance, their

Swords are as useless as a soldier on the front lines that is a non-combatant.

These non-combatant soldiers of the cross cannot fight the fight and thus are

taken captive by the enemy.

The war for the souls of mankind rages on but the current battle is different than

in times past. Today’s battle is a battle that appears to use Biblical teaching

against itself, thereby dulling the edge of the Sword to something that is incapable

of accomplishing the purpose for which it exists — that is to be “quick, and

powerful, and sharper” than a two edged sword capable of piercing the enemy.

“For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two

edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit,

and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and

intents of the heart.” (Hebrews 4:12 KJV)

This is done by a redefining, or categorizing Biblical words, phrases and teachings

as not appropriate, or as hate speech. And what is the source of this redefining

process? None other than those who are clearly archenemies of the cross. And

who might that be?

People who are the current enemies of the cross are not always easily identifiable

and could from time to time even be you or me. Our participation and involvement

in actions labeled as inclusive, non-judgmental, tolerant, open, free, environmentally

friendly, multicultural, diverse, etc. may be exactly as they appear, but they may

also serve to run counter to the Scriptures on a variety of levels. While this may

seem a bit absurd right now, we believe the next several articles will clearly

demonstrate this to be so. One obvious example of this however might be that of

tolerance. This particular term as it is used today, is often used to sanction sinful

behavior and at the same time restrict anyone from objecting to it because objection

to anything is now considered “intolerant.”

The globalization of America has introduced our country to a new level of spiritual

attack because few church leaders and/or members are ready for the debilitating

force this new wave of attack brings with it to our society. It cuts at the very

foundation of Christianity by attacking Truth as the focal point. If it can be

established that Truth is subject to culture and to man himself, then the Truth of

the Scriptures becomes nothing more than an opinion acknowledged and accepted

by some narrow minded people who are not enough in tune with current day

society to comprehend just how antiquated a position they hold.

At the core, this new wave prides itself on being a loving, caring inclusive society.

Theoretically then, Christians are left to believe what they wish to believe —

well — that is as long as they do not attempt to “push” their belief off on others

as if it is Absolute Truth. Those who are caught up in this new wave are convinced
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